
The Bible has many English translations. Translation is necessary for the reader in
English because the original Bible was written in Hebrew, as to the Old Testament
(with small portions of Daniel and Ezra in Aramaic), and Greek, as to the New
Testament. The further translation and preservation of original Bible texts down
through the centuries and millennia is a fascinating topic, one worthy of its own
study, for the dedication, interests, skill, and challenges of the translators, as well as
the reliability of the texts they produced. The much-narrower question here is which
English version to read? Readers tend to find their own favorite translation, each to
his own. Yet knowing something of the categories of translations and differing goals
of translations may help you make wise choices.

Bible translations fall into two or three main categories. Some versions attempt
literal translations. Those translations are still not entirely word for word, given the
frequent absence of parallel words, but they try to reflect in English just what the
original authors wrote. Other versions instead attempt to interpret and convey the
meaning rather than the literal words. Expressions and idioms change from culture
to culture, robbing them of translated meaning. Although it takes interpretation,
adept scholars can preserve meaning while changing expressions to fit the modern
English context. Still other versions choose a middle course, hewing more toward
literal translations but shifting some expressions so that they make sense to the
modern reader. Nothing says that one must choose a single translation. To the
contrary, many Bible readers go back and forth between multiple translations,
learning from the different ways that they translate or interpret the words and
meanings of the original Hebrew and Greek texts. Take an interest, though, in the
nature of the translation you are reading, even as you explore different versions.


